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�is paper proposes a new image compression-encryption algorithm based on a meaningful image encryption framework. In
block compressed sensing, the plain image is divided into blocks, and subsequently, each block is rendered sparse. �e zigzag
scrambling method is used to scramble pixel positions in all the blocks, and subsequently, dimension reduction is undertaken via
compressive sensing. To ensure the robustness and security of our algorithm and the convenience of subsequent embedding
operations, each block is merged, quantized, and disturbed again to obtain the secret image. In particular, landscape paintings
have a characteristic hazy beauty, and secret images can be camou�aged in them to some extent. For this reason, in this paper, a
landscape painting is selected as the carrier image. After a 2-level discrete wavelet transform (DWT) of the carrier image, the low-
frequency and high-frequency coe�cients obtained are further subjected to a discrete cosine transform (DCT). �e DCT is
simultaneously applied to the secret image as well to split it. Next, it is embedded into the DCT coe�cients of the low-frequency
and high-frequency components, respectively. Finally, the encrypted image is obtained.�e experimental results show that, under
the same compression ratio, the proposed image compression-encryption algorithm has better reconstruction e�ect, stronger
security and imperceptibility, lower computational complexity, shorter time consumption, and lesser storage space requirements
than the existing ones.

1. Introduction

In the background of rapid development of information
networks, emergence of arti�cial intelligence, big data, 5G
cellular communication, and the Internet of �ings, tech-
nology is imperceptibly changing the way of life for most
people, bringing convenience into their lives, while also
increasing the exposure of private and personal data. Digital
images occupy the major share in information transmission
carriers, because of the intuitive nature and large quantity of
information they carry. Due to low operation costs, the
copying, cropping, and forwarding of images make im-
portant information available on unsafe public channels,
which seriously infringes on users’ data privacy. �erefore,
the e�cient protection of digital images on unsafe public

channels has become a popular �eld of research for experts
and scholars, and a series of image encryption algorithms
have been proposed.

�e original image encryption algorithms were based on
the “confusion-di�usion” encryption framework proposed
by Fridrich. With the continuous development of hardware
technology and cryptanalysis technology, most of the cur-
rent image encryption algorithms are designed by in-
tegrating various technologies, such as DNA coding [1],
optical technology [2], cellular automata [3, 4], and asym-
metric cryptosystems [5], which guarantees the security of
image transmission and storage on some resource sharing
platforms. However, with the rapid development of com-
munication networks, the increasing demand for real-time
transmission, and increasing image sizes, ensuring the
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security and real-time performance of the transmission of
massive images in bandwidth-constrained networks has
become an urgent problem that needs to be solved.

.is provides the scope for image compression to be
used, due to the characteristics of the human visual system
(HVS) and the high redundancy of the sampled and
quantized digital images. .e compressed image has wider
applicability and is more efficient in storing and transmitting
in a bandwidth-constrained network, which greatly allevi-
ates network congestion. In 2006, the introduction of
compressive sensing brought a new perspective on image
compression technology [6, 7]. Compressive sensing theory
points out that, under the premise that the sampling rate is
far less than Nyquist’s, the signal can be sampled and
compressed simultaneously because of the its sparsity in a
transform domain. .e process of reconstructing the signal
is an optimization problem, and the original signal is
reconstructed with high probability from little observations
by solving this optimization problem. Following this prin-
ciple, many image encryption algorithms were developed
based on compressive sensing [8–18]. Zhou et al. [8] pro-
posed combining high-dimensional chaotic systems to
compress and encrypt the image with 2D compressed
sensing and then to reencrypt the image by the cyclic shift
operation. .is algorithm has higher security, but the
original image reconstruction effect is poor. Similarly, Xu
et al. [9] designed a new 2D-SLIM chaotic map, which uses
compressive sensing to compress and encrypt the image
along both row and column directions, which is 2D com-
pressed encryption, and then reencrypt along row and
column directions. .e proposed algorithm has low com-
plexity and high security, but the robustness of the algorithm
is not great, and the reconstruction effect of the original
image is poor. Chai et al. [10] used the memristive chaotic
system, elementary cellular automata (ECA), and com-
pressive sensing (CS) to encrypt and compress images. .is
can resist plaintext attacks with high robustness and security.
Compressive sensing is suitable not only for ordinary digital
images but also for compression and encryption of medical
images. Reference [11] applies compressive sensing to
medical images, achieving compression and confidentiality
for them. Gong et al. [12] used compressive sensing to
compress and encrypt images using bitwise XOR operations
and pixel scrambling. Compressive sensing greatly improves
the efficiency of image compression and encryption, but
when large-scale images are observed and reconstructed, the
storage space required is large, the computational com-
plexity of the algorithm is high, and the reconstruction time
is long. .erefore, Lu Gan proposed “block compressed
sensing” [15], in which an image is divided into uniform
nonoverlapping blocks. By observing and reconstructing
these blocks separately, the computational complexity is
greatly reduced, as is the required storage space. Simulta-
neously, the time taken for image reconstruction is short-
ened. Reference [16] divides an image into four equal-sized
blocks, uses two different measurement matrices to measure
and encrypt each of the images, then employs random pixel
scrambling, and finally merges them into a single encrypted
image. .e security of the resulting algorithm is higher, but

the block effect of the cipher image after segmentation is
more obvious. In [17], block compression sampling is ap-
plied to resource-constrained wireless visual sensor net-
works (WVSNs), which makes the image more robust when
transmitted over unreliable channels. In [18], after the plain
image is divided into blocks, the discrete cosine transform is
applied to it, and the obtained low frequency, high fre-
quency, and intermediate frequency are observed by dif-
ferent measurement matrices. Following that, forward
diffusion, disturbance, and backward diffusion operations
are applied to it to generate the final encrypted image. .e
algorithm is highly efficient and requires a short re-
construction time and low storage space.

Reference [19] proposes a new image encryption
framework: encrypting images into visually meaningful
cipher images. In fact, it combines image encryption with
information hiding technology and hides the original
image in a carrier image after encryption, so as to achieve a
visually meaningful effect. .is image encryption method
camouflages the existence of the original image, thus re-
ducing the possibility of being attacked to a certain extent.
As of now, many meaningful image encryption algorithms
have been proposed [20–33]. Inspired by [19], the work of
[20] embeds multiple color images into nonessential areas
of the carrier image to achieve visually meaningful effects.
.e algorithm has a large embedding capacity and high
robustness. Reference [21] encrypts the original image
using zigzag confusion and compressive sensing, and then
embeds it into a carrier image..e algorithm is quite robust
but suffers from poor real-time performance and long
encryption and decryption times. Compared to [21], the
paper [22] uses parallel compressive sensing and integer
discrete wavelet transform (IWT) to realize meaningful
image encryption, which makes the algorithm more ap-
plicable and less time-consuming. However, it was pointed
out in [23] that the construction of measurement matrices
increases the computational complexity and storage re-
quirements. .erefore, combining compressive sensing
and DWT, multiple plain images are encrypted and em-
bedded them into the carrier image. Following the HVS
model, [25] decomposes the carrier image by lifting wavelet
transform (LWT) and then adaptively embeds the preen-
crypted secret image into the corresponding coefficients of
the carrier image to achieve the camouflage. Reference [28]
combines DWT and CS to encrypt the image, but the
restoration effect of the original image is poor. Reference
[31] uses compressive sensing and discrete cosine trans-
form- (DCT-) singular value decomposition (SVD) for
medical image steganography. .e restoration effect of the
algorithm is good, but compressive sensing is performed
upon the original image directly. After being attacked on a
channel, the restoration effect of the image is observed to be
poor and the robustness is not high. Reference [32] embeds
the preencrypted secret image into the sparse represen-
tation coefficients of the carrier image by dictionary, which
has a high embedding rate but poor robustness. In [33], a
kind of novel substitution boxes (S-boxes) based on
quantum walk is designed, in which LSB algorithm is used
to hide the plain image.
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In summary, a new image encryption algorithm is
proposed in this paper. Firstly, the plain image is divided
into four nonoverlapping blocks of equal size, and then the
four blocks are rendered sparse by DWT. To reduce the
block effect caused by block compression, the sparse plain
image is preencrypted by using zigzag confusion before
compression, and then each block of the preencrypted image
is compressed and combined into the secret image. After the
2-level discrete wavelet transform of the carrier image, the
obtained low-frequency and high-frequency coefficients are
further subjected to DCT, and the post-DCT coefficients of
the secret image are superimposed and restored to obtain the
final encrypted image.

.e rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2,
compressive sensing technology used by the algorithm,
chaotic map, and zigzag scrambling are introduced. In Section
3, the encryption algorithm is introduced in detail. In Section
4, the decryption algorithm is introduced in detail. In Section
5, a simulation experiment is presented. In Section 6, the
safety analysis and comparison experiments of the algorithm
are presented. In Section 6, a conclusion is drawn.

2. Introduction of Related Technologies

2.1. Compressive Sensing. Compressive sensing can sample
and compress the signal simultaneously, as long as sampling
rate is far less than the Nyquist sampling rate, and recover
the original signal with high probability from small obser-
vations. .e detailed description is as follows.

Suppose that there is an N × 1-dimensional signal x,
which can be expressed in some transform domain as
follows:

x � 
N

i�1
Ψiαi � Ψα, (1)

whereΨ represents a set of N × N orthogonal basis matrices,
and α is the coefficient vector of signal x in the transform
domainΨ. When there are K nonzero values in the vector α,
K≪N, the signal x is compressible in the transform domain
Ψ, which is expressed as follows:

y � Φx � ΦΨα � Θα, (2)

where Φ is a measurement matrix with a size of
M × N(M≪N), and Θ � ΦΨ is the associated sensor
matrix. To correctly reconstruct the original signal x from
the measured value y, the sensor matrix Θ must satisfy the
RIP [34]. It has been pointed out in some literatures that an
equivalent condition for the sensor matrix Θ to satisfy the
RIP is that the measurement matrix Φ is not related to the
sparse basis Ψ. .erefore, choosing a suitable measurement
matrix is conducive to high-quality image restoration. In this
paper, a partial Hadamard matrix is selected as the mea-
surement matrix.

In addition, the signal reconstruction process is an
optimization process. When the sensor matrixΘ satisfies the
RIP condition, the original signal x can be recovered with
high probability from the observed values y by solving the
optimization problem presented in

α⌢ � argmin ‖α‖0. (3)

As of now, many reconstruction algorithms have been
proposed, such as MP, OMP, BP, and SL0. .is paper uses
OMP for image reconstruction.

2.2. Chaotic Map

2.2.1.*e Logistic Map. .e logisticmap is one of the classical
chaotic systems. .e mathematical formulae are as follows:

x(n + 1) � 1 − λx
2
(n), (4)

where the parameter λ ∈ (1.40015, 2]. .e logistic map is
used to control the generation of the measurement matrix.

2.2.2. *e Logistic-Tent System. Compared to a single lo-
gistic map or a single tent map, the Logistic-Tent System
combines these two chaotic systems as seed maps to form a
low-dimensional composite chaotic system [35]..e specific
expressions are as follows:

Xn+1 � ALT r, Xn(  � L r, Xn(  + T (4 − r), Xn( ( mod1,

�

rXn 1 − Xn(  +(4 − r)
Xn

2
 mod1, Xi < 0.5,

rXn 1 − Xn(  +(4 − r)
1 − Xn( 

2
 mod1, Xi ≥ 0.5,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where the parameter r ∈ (0, 4]. .e Logistic-Tent System has
better chaotic characteristics than the logistic map and the
tent map. In this paper, we use this map to generate the
initial position of zigzag confusion and the scrambling se-
quence of subsequent scrambling operations.

2.3. Zigzag Confusion. In the image encryption algorithm,
zigzag confusion is a common method of scrambling image
pixel positions. As shown in Figure 1, starting with the point
(1, 1), zigzag confusion scans the elements of the matrix
according to a zigzag path and then stores them in a one-
dimensional array. It then rearranges them in a certain order
into a two-dimensional array, which disturbs the positions of
the pixels in the image and reduces the correlation between
adjacent pixels. .e initial position of zigzag confusion is
particularly important. To improve the ability of the algorithm
to resist known-plaintext attacks and chosen-plaintext attacks,
this paper takes the information of the original image and uses
the Logistic-Tent System to generate the initial position of the
scrambling, which improves the security of the algorithm.

Assuming that the size of the plain image P is M × N, the
sum of the pixel values of the image P is
total � sum(sum(P)), and the block size of the image P is
block_size � mb × nb, this paper uses the Logistic-Tent
System to generate a chaotic sequence S � s1, s2,

. . . , st1+2+(1/2)M×N with length t1 + 2 + (1/2)M × N and
discards the first t1 chaotic values to eliminate the transient
effect. .en, the starting position (start r, start c) of zigzag
confusion is generated according to
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start_r � floor s1 − floor s1( (  × 1014 + total mod mb + 1( ,

start_c � floor s2 − floor s2( (  × 1014 + total mod nb + 1( .

(6)

.e remaining chaotic sequence of length (1/2)M × N is
used for subsequent image scrambling operations.

3. The Proposed Image Compression and
Encryption Algorithm

Referring to the idea of block compressed sensing, the
obtained secret image is embedded into the carrier image
using DWT and DCT after plain image block compression.
.e flow chart of the encryption algorithm is shown in
Figure 2. .e detailed encryption steps are as follows.

3.1. Block Compression-Encryption Process. .e detailed
steps are as follows:

Step 1: assuming that the size of the plain image P is
M × N, the plain image P is first divided into equal and
nonoverlapping blocks, each of which has
block_size � mb × nb. Considering the subsequent
embedding operations, the plain image P is divided
into four blocks B � block1, block2, block3, block4 ,
i.e., mb � (1/2)M, nb � (1/2)N.
Step 2: a sparse baseΨ of size nb × nb is constructed, and
DWTis applied separately to each block to render them
sparse:

B1i � ΨBiΨ′, i � 1, 2, 3, 4. (7)

Step 3: to reduce the block effect caused by block
compression and improve the robustness of the algo-
rithm, the preencrypted block B2i is obtained by
scrambling the sparse plain image as described in
Section 2.3:

B2i � ZigZag B1i( , (8)

where i � 1, 2, 3, 4.
Step 4: the dimension reduction observation is carried
out. Partial Hadamard matrix is constructed by the
logistic map to be used as the measurement matrix.
.e specific construction process is shown in
Algorithm 1.

3.2. EmbeddingProcess of the Secret Image. .e detailed steps
are as follows: (Algorithm 1)

Step 1: after applying 2-level DWT to the carrier image
carrier, the low-frequency component LL2 and the
high-frequency component HH2 are obtained. .en, a
discrete cosine transform (DCT) is performed on LL2
and HH2 to obtain the corresponding DCTcoefficients
LL_dct and HH_dct.
Step 2: to facilitate the embedding of the secret image, it
is divided into two blocks, C_left and C_right, of size
(1/2)M × (1/2)N. Similarly, a discrete cosine trans-
form (DCT) is also used to obtain left_dct and
right_dct.
Step 3: the DCTcoefficients of low-frequency and high-
frequency components of the secret image blocks are
embedded into the DCT coefficients of carrier images
with a certain embedding strength, as shown in

CSL_dct � LL_dct + β × left_dct,

CSH_dct � HH_dct + c × right_dct,
 (12)

where β, c are the embedding intensity factors, both of
which take the value 0.1.
Step 4: the final encrypted image C is obtained by IDCT
and IDWT.

Step 5: observe the preencrypted block B2i by gener-
ating the partial Hadamard matrix HM:

B3i � HM × B2i. (9)

Here, themeasured value image B3i has a size ofm × nb,
i � 1, 2, 3, 4.
Step 6: considering the subsequent embedding process,
we set cr � 0.5 and then merge the four blocks men-
tioned above to get a block P1 of size Mp × Np, where
Mp � (1/2)M, Np � N.

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16

1 2 5 9 6 3 4 7 10 13 14 11 8 12 15 16

1 2 5 9

6 3 4 7

10 13 14 11

8 12 15 16

Figure 1: Process of the zigzag confusion.
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Step 7: considering the restoration effect of the
encrypted image, each image block is quantized uni-
formly, so that the element value is mapped to the range
[0, 255]:

P2 � floor
255 P1 − P1min( 

P1max − P1min( 
 , (10)

where P1max and P1min are the maximum and mini-
mum values in the image P1, and floor( ) represents the
rounding down operation.
Step 8: considering the security and robustness of the
algorithm, the merged quantized image P2 is
rescrambled. According to the residual chaotic se-
quence S obtained in Section 2.3, the scrambling

operation is performed by equation (11) to obtain the
secret image Secret:

Secret(k) � P2(S(k)), (11)

where k � 1, 2, . . . , Mp × Np.

4. Process of Image Decryption

.e decryption flow chart is shown in Figure 3. .e specific
operation is as follows:

Step 1: after 2-level DWT is applied to the encrypted
imageC and the carrier image carrier,C_left andC_right,
left_dct, and right_dct are obtained, respectively.

Compressive
sensing

Zigzag
confusion

Measurement
matrix

Quantification 2-level
DWT

DCT DCT

IDCT

Encrypted
image

Logistic
map

Logistic-tent
map

DWT

Blocks division

Plain
image

Blocks
combination Scrambling Secret

image
Carrier
image

Figure 2: Flow chart of the encryption algorithm.

Input: .e secret key pairs (x1, λ1), (x2, λ2), compression ratio cr.
Output: Measurement matrix Φ.
(1) Iterate logistic map l � t2 + max(mb, nb) times with the initial parameter (x1, λ1) and (x2, λ2); the first t2 chaotic values are

discarded, and two chaotic sequences SS1 and SS2 of length l′ � max(mb, nb) are obtained.
(2) E � sort(SS1). .e index sequence E � e1, e2, . . . , el′  is generated. Similarly, Z � sort(SS2), and the index sequence

Z � z1, z2, . . . , zl′  is generated.
(3) Generate l′− order Hadamard matrix H and disturb Hadamard matrix row by row based on index Sequence E, i.e.,

Hr �

H(e1, :)

H(e2, :)

⋮
H(em, :)

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

where m � cr × l′, and cr is the compression rate of the image.

(4) .en, disturb Hadamard matrix Hr column by column based on index Sequence Z, i.e., HM � Hr(:, z1) Hr(:, z2) . . . Hr(:, zl′ )( ,
where n � l′. Finally, measurement matrix Φ � HM is obtained.

ALGORITHM 1: .e construction process of measurement matrix Φ.
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Step 2: DCT coefficients of the secret image Secret are
restored by

left_dct �
CSL_dct − LL_dct

β
,

right_dct �
CSH_dct − HH_dct

c
.

(13)

Step 3: after the inverse DCT, the left and right image
blocks are merged to obtain the secret image Secret.
Step 4: inverse quantization is performed after the
secret image Secret is inversely scrambled:

P1 �
P2 × P1max − P1min( 

255
+ P1min. (14)

Step 5: the inverse quantized image is divided, and each
block is reconstructed using the reconstruction algo-
rithm OMP, followed by the application of the inverse
zigzag confusion and the inverse wavelet transform.
Finally, the parts are merged again to obtain the
original image P.

5. Experimental Results

.e encryption algorithm used in this paper is based on the
Windows 10 platform using Matlab R2016a. .e experi-
ment randomly selects two plain images of size 256 × 256
for algorithm testing. .e size of the carrier image is taken
to be 512 × 512 and uniformly selected as a landscape
painting. Both chaotic systems are iterated 100 times to
eliminate transient effects. .e starting position of the
zigzag confusion is determined by the pixel sum of the plain
image and that of the Logistic-Tent System, which ensures
that the algorithm resists known-plaintext attacks and
chosen-plaintext attacks. .e initial state values are x1 �

0.37 and x2 � 0.70, the parameters of the logistic map are

λ1 � λ2 � 2.000, the initial state value is x3 � 0.6825, and
the parameter of the Logistic-Tent System is r � 3.999.
Following that, the DWTchooses the Haar wavelet, and the
reconstruction algorithm chooses the OMP because of low
complexity and high recovery quality.

Figure 4 shows the encryption and decryption effects for
different plain images. Generally, for meaningful image
encryption frameworks, peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
or normalized correlation (NC) coefficient are used to
evaluate the imperceptibility of the encrypted images or the
restoration quality of decrypted images. .e unit of PSNR is
dB. .e PSNR is positively correlated with the impercept-
ibility of the encrypted image and the restoration quality of
the decrypted image and is negatively correlated with image
distortion. Similarly, as the NC value increases, the similarity
between the two images increases as well. .e specific
formulae are as follows: if we assume that the size of the plain
image P(i, j) is M × N and that the encrypted image or the
decrypted image is denoted by C(i, j), then

PSNR � 10 log10
2552

1/MN 
M
i�1 

N
j�1 [P(i, j) − C(i, j)]2

⎡⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎦,

NC �
 P(i, j)C(i, j)

��������������������

(P(i, j))2
����������

(C(i, j))2
 .

(15)

A landscape painting is chosen as the carrier image in
this experiment. Landscape paintings have a characteristic
hazy beauty. As the carrier image, it hides the existence of
secret image to a certain extent and achieves an effect of
camouflage, increasing the security of the secret image. .e
compression ratio taken here is 0.5. Figures 4(a), 4(f ), and
4(k) are three different plain images and Figures 4(d), 4(i),
and 4(n) are the corresponding encrypted images. .eir
PSNRs are 34.5665 dB, 34.9369 dB, and 34.8205 dB,

Secret
image

Inverse
scrambling

Inverse
quantification

DCT

2-level
DWT

Encrypted
image

Extraction
Logistic

map

Logistic-tent
map

Blocks division

Measurement
matrix

Inverse zigzag
confusion

IDWT

Image
reconstruction

Blocks
combination

Plain
image

Figure 3: Flow chart of the decryption algorithm.
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

(j) (k) (l)

Figure 4: Continued.
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respectively. Figures 4(e), 4(j), and 4(o) are the corre-
sponding decrypted images, and the corresponding PSNRs
are 34.5722 dB, 30.0233 dB, and 29.8787 dB, respectively.

Table 1 shows the hiding effect and recovery quality of
different plain images. PSNR1 shows the peak signal-to-
noise ratio (PSNR) for the carrier image before and after
hiding while PSNR2 shows recovery effect. So, it can be seen
that the proposed method has good imperceptibility and
recovery effect.

6. Security Analysis

6.1. Key Space Analysis. A secure and efficient encryption
algorithm should have a key space of at least 2100. In this
paper, the initial state values x1, x2, the parameters λ1, λ2 of
the logistic map which control the generation of the
measurement matrix, the initial state value x3, and the
parameter r of the Logistic-Tent System are used to gen-
erate the initial position of the zigzag confusion and the
subsequent disturbance operation; that is, the key to the
encryption algorithm is key � x1, x2, x3, λ1, λ2, r . When
the precision reaches 10− 14, the key space of the proposed
encryption algorithm is 1014 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 × 1014 �

1070 ≈ 2233 > 2100. .erefore, the key space of the en-
cryption algorithm proposed in this paper is large enough
to resist brute-force attacks.

6.2. Key Sensitivity Analysis. Key sensitivity is an important
index to evaluate the security of an encryption algorithm. If
the decrypted images are significantly different when the key
changes slightly, it shows that the proposed algorithm is
sensitive to the key. .is paper mainly tests the decryption
key sensitivity of the algorithm, as shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5(a) is a plain image, Figure 5(b) is the encrypted
image, and Figure 5(c) is the decrypted image. In this ex-
periment, λ1 � λ2, and so Figures 5(d)–5(h) modify one of
the decrypted keys, while the other keys remain unchanged.
It can be seen that when the decryption key changes slightly,

the image cannot be restored at all. So the key sensitivity of
the algorithm is strong.

6.3.HistogramAnalysis. .e encryption algorithm proposed
in this paper is based on a meaningful image encryption
framework. So, our main purpose is to prove the similarity
between encrypted image and carrier image by comparing
their histograms, i.e., measure the imperceptibility and the
difference between the plain image and the encrypted image
to establish the security of the algorithm. .us, the histo-
gram analysis reflects the reliability and security of the al-
gorithm. As shown in Figure 6, the histogram of the carrier
image is similar to that of the encrypted image, which shows
that the plain image is well camouflaged and that the his-
tograms of the plain image and the encrypted image are
quite different, which shows that the algorithm is highly
secure.

6.4. Comparison. .is paper draws on the idea of block
compressed sensing and then compresses and encrypts the
plain image and embeds it in a carrier image. .erefore,
image reconstruction is less time-consuming than in the
case of a general image encryption algorithm based on
compressive sensing. .e reconstruction algorithm OMP is
chosen. Here, [21] and [31] were selected for experimental
comparison. .e size of the plain image “Lena” is
256 × 256, and the carrier image uniformly selects the
landscape painting. Since the internal structure of each
algorithm is different, the sizes of the carrier images and the
compression ratio of the images will be inconsistent. .e
carrier image size proposed in the algorithm described in

(m) (n) (o)

Figure 4: Test result: (a) plain image of house, (b) carrier image of landscape, (c) secret image of house, (d) encrypted image of house,
(e) reconstructed image of house, (f ) plain image of Lena, (g) carrier image of landscape, (h) secret image of Lena, (i) encrypted image
of Lena, (j) reconstructed image of Lena, (k) plain image of peppers, (l) carrier image of landscape, (m) secret image of peppers,
(n) encrypted image of peppers, and (o) reconstructed image of peppers.

Table 1: PSNR for different images.

PSNR1 (dB) PSNR2 (dB)
House 34.5665 34.5772
Lena 34.9369 30.0233
Peppers 34.8205 29.8787

8 Security and Communication Networks



this paper is 512 × 512, and the carrier image size in [21]
and [31] is 256 × 256. .e compression ratio of [21] is fixed
at 0.25, that of [31] is fixed at 1.0, and that of the algorithm
proposed in this paper is 0.5. To ensure the validity of the
experimental data, the encryption and decryption time of
each image is averaged over multiple experiments. .e
encryption and decryption time for different plain images is
shown in Table 2. Table 3 gives the results of normalized
correlation test.

According to the data shown in Tables 2 and 3, the
compression ratio of the proposed algorithm is twice as large
as that of [21], so the decryption time is a little longer, but the
encryption time is relatively shorter. NC value of the
decrypted image is also larger than [21]. .e reason is that
[21] uses SHA-256 algorithm to generate the key which
increases the transmission burden. Compared with [31], the
compression ratio of the proposed algorithm is half that of
[31], although the encryption time is relatively longer, but

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f )

(g) (h)

Figure 5: Key sensitivity test: (a) plain image, (b) encrypted image, (c) decrypted image, (d) decrypted image with x1 + 10− 14, (e) decrypted
image with x2 + 10− 14, (f ) decrypted image with x3 + 10− 14, (g) decrypted image with λ1 + 10− 14 or λ2 + 10− 14, and (h) decrypted image with
r + 10− 14.

Security and Communication Networks 9



the decryption time is greatly shortened. However, NC
values in Table 3 are little lower, but it is also acceptable.
Table 4 displays the better performance of block method
than nonblock.

7. Conclusions

In conclusion, this paper invokes the idea of block com-
pressed sensing, divides the plain image into blocks, and
makes compressive sensing observations. To reduce the

block effect caused by this division, zigzag confusion is used
to scramble the pixel positions in each block, after each part
is rendered sparse. Considering the security of the algorithm
and the convenience of subsequent embedding operations,
the processed images are merged, then quantized, and
scrambled again to obtain the secret image. .ey are then
combined via the 2-level DWT and DCT, and the secret
image is embedded into the carrier image. .e experimental
results prove the efficiency and security of the proposed

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 6: Histogram test: (a) plain image, (b) carrier image, (c) encrypted image, (d) histogram of the plain image, (e) histogram of the
carrier image, and (f) histogram of the encrypted image.

Table 2: Comparison of the time cost.

Encryption Time (s) Decryption Time (s)
Reference [21] Reference [31] Proposed algorithm Reference [21] Reference [31] Proposed algorithm

Lena 0.7828 0.0617 0.1146 1.7378 8.7035 2.0058
Barbara 0.7886 0.0558 0.1157 1.7244 8.6632 1.9957
House 0.7885 0.0579 0.1183 1.7393 8.6463 1.9983
Peppers 0.7958 0.0702 0.1251 1.7266 8.7137 1.9926

Table 3: Comparison of normalized correlation.

NC (Normalized correlation)
Reference [21] Reference [31] Proposed algorithm

Lena 0.9821 0.9989 0.9974
Barbara 0.9846 0.9991 0.9979
House 0.9929 0.9995 0.9995
Peppers 0.9861 0.9989 0.9980

Table 4: Comparison of block compression and nonblock
compression.

Encryption time (s) Decryption time (s)
Block

compression
Whole

compression
Block

compression
Whole

compression
Lena 0.1742 0.1236 2.0058 3.7097
Barbara 0.1773 0.1312 1.9957 3.7758
House 0.1769 0.1264 1.9983 3.7024
Peppers 0.1783 0.1315 1.9926 3.7232
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algorithm. In addition, the size of the measurement matrix is
smaller because of the image block operation. Under the
same compression ratio, the proposed algorithm needs less
storage space and lower computational complexity and
achieves faster image reconstruction speeds and better re-
construction effects than the existing ones. .erefore, it has
bright prospects in practical applications.

.ere are three contributions of our method, i.e., (1)
generating Hadamard matrix and confusing it with chaotic
sequence to form a measurement matrix, (2) using scram-
bling operation zigzag to sparse the plain image in order to
enhance a good recovery effect, and (3) encrypting the
quantized image after compressive sensing to achieve a
secret image before embedding process.
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